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Generic Medical Device Reliability Plan 
REQUIREMENTS PHASE: 

Research FDA’s MAUDE database for recalls and MDRs on similar products. 

Research internal non-MDR complaint files on similar products. 

Use Annex D of ISO 14971:2000 as an aid to memory. 

Use the above to conduct the (safety) Risk Management SYSTEM HAZARD ANALYSIS. 

Brainstorm, invent, propose mitigations for all unacceptable risks. 

Requirement:  no single failure will cause potential death or serious injury. 

Combine the above with requirements from Voice of the Customer (by way of Competitive Analysis); External 

Standards; Internal Standards (manufacturing location, type of labor, etc.); and Serviceability to generate System 

Requirements. 

Establish USE model (number of cycles of 99.9%ile use of all modes) and Reliability Goal. 

Establish Reliability Block Diagram and Allocate Reliability Goal based on experience. 

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

Review design for all cyclic fatigue issues:  any mechanical part that rubs or flexes (e.g. keypad, cable, connector, 

door, paper feed); any electrical part that cycles (e.g. defib capacitor, rechargeable battery). 

Examine history of similar designs for Wear-Out issues. 

Consult with suppliers to see if they have life test data.  If your application is more stressful, more data is needed.  

Plan and design cyclic test fixturing (mech., elect., and software).  Start testing ASAP. 

HALT test prototypes for design margin issues.  Fix to the limit of technology.  Repeat HALT with each new 

round of prototypes. 

Automate repetitive self-test to test false alarm rate.  Insert faults to test missed signal rate.  Repeat over 

temperature, state of battery, manufacturing tolerances, etc.  Maximize everything to find software issues (stack 

overflow, memory leaks, etc.) 

Design manufacturing screens for top level assembly:  electrical, mechanical, and software fixturing. 

FINAL VERIFICATION PHASE 

Run proof of screen and safety of screen on all manufacturing screens. 

Run production-equivalent prototypes through full Design Verification (Inspection, Analysis, Demonstration, 

Test, or Equivalence) of all requirements. 

Repeat HALT on a few of the verification units to guard against margin creep. 

PRODUCTION PHASE 

Push manufacturing screens to lower level assemblies and back to suppliers as soon as possible. 

Have design team involvement in each field failure for initial period. 

Monitor field failure rates.  Trigger CAPA when appropriate. 

Repeat HALT each calendar quarter. 


